Highlights

- Epidemiological data reveal three ZIKV epidemic waves (2016, 2017, and 2018) in Manaus
- Our results suggest multiple introductions of ZIKV from northeastern Brazil to Manaus
- ZIKV cases in Manaus resulted from a single introduction event (January 2015)
- Spatial analysis suggested that northern neighborhoods acted as sources for transmission
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In Brief
Zika virus has caused an explosive epidemic linked to severe clinical outcomes in the Americas, but little is known about the epidemic in the Brazilian state of Amazonas. To gain insights into the routes of ZIKV introduction, Giovanetti et al. tracked the virus by sequencing genomes from infected patients from this region.
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SUMMARY

Zika virus (ZIKV) has caused an explosive epidemic linked to severe clinical outcomes in the Americas. As of June 2018, 4,929 ZIKV suspected infections and 46 congenital syndrome cases had been reported in Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil. Although Manaus is a key demographic hub in the Amazon region, little is known about the ZIKV epidemic there, in terms of both transmission and viral genetic diversity. Using portable virus genome sequencing, we generated 59 ZIKV genomes in Manaus. Phylogenetic analyses indicated multiple introductions of ZIKV from northeastern Brazil to Manaus. Spatial genomic analysis of virus movement among six areas in Manaus suggested that populous northern neighborhoods acted as sources of virus transmission to other neighborhoods. Our study revealed how the ZIKV epidemic was ignited and maintained within the largest urban metropolis in the Amazon. These results might contribute to improving the public health response to outbreaks in Brazil.

INTRODUCTION

Zika virus (ZIKV) is a flavivirus with an 11 kb positive-sense RNA genome that has caused an explosive epidemic in the Americas linked to severe congenital syndromes, including microcephaly (Petersen et al., 2016). ZIKV transmission occurs via the bite of infected Aedes aegypti mosquitoes, although sexual and vertical transmission, as well as transmission through blood transfusion, have been also reported (Petersen et al., 2016). Since the first detection of ZIKV in northeastern Brazil in May 2015 (Zanluca
Although a smaller number of ZIKV infections have been reported in the northern region of Brazil encompassing the Amazon, several studies suggest that the region may be a location of entry for Aedes-borne viruses to Brazil, and increased epidemiological surveillance in the region is needed. For example, Brazilian dengue virus (DENV) and chikungunya virus (CHIKV) seem to have emerged first in the Amazon region before spreading to other, more densely populated locations (Nunes et al., 2012, 2014, 2015). The Amazon region is also home to a high diversity of mosquito-borne viruses (Vasconcelos et al., 1992), including Mayaro (Azevedo et al., 2009) and Oropouche (Azevedo et al., 2007), and an ecosystem that, under inadequate management, may facilitate the emergence and re-emergence of mosquito-borne virus epidemics (Faria et al., 2018; Vasconcelos, 2001). Moreover, climatic data suggest the possibility of year-round endemic transmission of arboviruses in the Amazon, which stands in contrast to seasonal epidemics in the southeastern, southern, and central western regions of Brazil (Messina et al., 2016; Obolski et al., 2019).

Between January 2015 and September 2018, Amazonas, the largest federal unit in Brazil, reported 4,929 Zika cases, including 46 cases of microcephaly in newborns. Most of these cases were reported in Manaus, the largest urban metropolis in the Amazon region, and cases were reported across several epidemic seasons (Secretaria de Vigilância em Saúde, Ministério da Saúde, 2019). However, the epidemic transmission and genomics of ZIKV in the Amazon region remain poorly understood. It is also unclear how and where Zika may have persisted in the Amazon region during epidemic seasons. Following our previous experience of using a mobile laboratory to investigate the genomic epidemiology of ZIKV in Brazil (Faria et al., 2016a), we used portable genome sequencing to locally generate ZIKV genomes from infected patients residing in Manaus. Samples were collected from febrile cases between December 2015 and April 2017. We use molecular epidemiology analysis to uncover the diversity and persistence of ZIKV in Manaus and its transmission in the Amazon region.

**RESULTS**

**Expansion of the ZIKV Epidemic in Manaus**

Up to September 2018, 6,987 ZIKV cases were reported by the main public health laboratory in Amazonas. The first PCR-confirmed case was identified in early November 2015 (Figure 1A, vertical arrow), and the first epidemic wave (“wave 1”) peaked in mid-April 2016 (n = 288 cases/week) (Figure 1A). A second, smaller epidemic wave (“wave 2”) peaked in early April 2017 (n = 32 cases/week) and was followed by a third epidemic wave (“wave 3”) around mid-April 2018 (n = 30 cases/week). The estimated basic reproductive number of ZIKV from the first epidemic wave is \( R_0 \approx 2.69 \) (95% credible interval 2.32–3.11), in line with previous estimates (Faria et al., 2016b; Caminade et al., 2017).

Figure 1B shows the temporal distribution of microcephaly cases (n = 46) reported in Manaus between 2015 and 2018. To investigate the temporal association between confirmed cases of Zika and microcephaly cases in Manaus, we use a Poisson regression model that accounts for cross-correlation. We find evidence of a possible temporal association between the ZIKV
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**Figure 1. Zika Virus Transmission in Manaus**

(A) ZIKV confirmed (dark orange bars) and suspected (light orange bars) cases per week in Manaus municipality notified from the Brazilian Ministry of Health (MoH), number of weekly RT-PCR-positive cases (red line) tested at Instituto Leonidas & Maria Deane (ILMD) FIOCRUZ, Amazonas, Brazil. Below, the dates of collection of the virus genomes generated in this study are shown using gray bars with transparency, such that darker shading reflects more dense sampling.

(B) Number of microcephaly cases per week in Manaus municipality notified to the Brazilian Ministry of Health.

(C) Daily transmission potential of *Aedes aegypti* in Manaus inferred using MVSE R-package (Obolski et al., 2019) from Manaus’ climatic data. Relative humidity and temperature (degrees Celsius) were collected by an INMET weather station (for exact location, see Figure 7B).
Moreover, we estimate that ZIKV cases lag the cases was high (cross-correlation coefficient = 0.815, coefficient on average 4.7 weeks (Table S1). To better understand the epidemic transmission of ZIKV in Manaus, we compiled climatic data from a weather station in Manaus city center and evaluated ZIKV transmission potential using the estimated suitability index P (Lourenço et al., 2017; Obolski et al., 2019). The estimated P index consistently reveals high suitability (P > 1) during the epidemic waves. According to the estimated P index, mosquitoes are able to contribute to transmission of ZIKV in Manaus throughout most of the year; that is, each year includes one or more long periods of time during which P > 1 (Figure 1C). The association between P and ZIKV cases was high (cross-correlation coefficient = 0.815, coefficient 0.0374). Moreover, we estimate that ZIKV cases lag the P index time series by 4.7 weeks on average (Table S1).

Highest ZIKV Incidence in the Center-West Region of Manaus

We next explored the spatial distribution of ZIKV cases within individual neighborhoods of Manaus. Neighborhood-level yearly notified cases for ZIKV (2016 and 2017) and DENV (2015 and 2016) were made available from the Brazilian Ministry of Health, and case counts were grouped into six areas of Manaus city: north, west, east, center-west, center-south, and south (Figure 2). In 2016, ZIKV incidence in Manaus was highest in the center-west area (5.3 cases per 1,000 inhabitants); within this city area, the Dom Pedro neighborhood had the highest incidence (10.5 cases per 1,000 inhabitants; Table S2). The lowest incidence was recorded in the east area of Manaus (1.5 cases per 1,000 inhabitants; Table S2). The incidence in all Manaus neighborhoods in 2017 was negligible (Figure 2A; Tables S2 and S3). As expected, ZIKV case numbers and neighborhood population size were strongly positively associated (p = 0.91, p < 0.0001; summarized in Figure 2B and detailed in Table S2), with 24% of ZIKV cases in Manaus being reported in the most populous north area of the city. We found a moderate association between ZIKV and DENV incidence per area in 2016 (p = 0.47, p = 0.0002), although DENV incidence was on average 1.4-fold lower in 2016 compared with that of ZIKV, possibly because of previous circulation of DENV and therefore accumulation of herd immunity to DENV (Figure 3).

Molecular Diagnostics and Genome Sequencing from Clinical Samples

A total of 525 samples from patients (68% woman [359 of 525]) visiting either local clinics or the main hospital in Manaus municipality between February 2014 and April 2017 were screened previously at Instituto Leonidas & Maria Deane (ILMD/FIOCRUZ) of Amazonas, the Central Laboratory of Public Health of Amazonas (LACEN-Amazonas), and the Flavivirus Laboratory at FIOCRUZ Rio de Janeiro (LABFLA/FIOCRUZ) using an in-house quantitative real time PCR assay targeting the ZIKV envelope gene region (Naveca et al., 2017). Of the tested samples, 218 (42%) tested positive for ZIKV, of which 158 (72.5%) were from female patients. For positive samples, PCR cycle threshold (Ct) values were on average 34.18 (range 15.19–41.01). We selected samples with Ct values of 38 or less for genome sequencing, resulting in 106 samples with an average Ct of 31.38 (range 15.19–38.00) (Table S4). These selected qRT-PCR-positive samples were obtained on average 3 days (range 0–14 days) after the onset of symptoms (Table S4) and were obtained from patients who resided in 40 different neighborhoods in Manaus. We used a MinION handheld nanopore sequencer to generate virus genome sequences from positive samples using our previously validated approach (Quick et al., 2017; Faria et al., 2017b). We successfully generated 59 complete and near complete genome sequences (average coverage 73%; see Figure 4; Table S5).

Genomic History of ZIKV in the Capital City of Amazonas State

To better understand the establishment and transmission of ZIKV in Manaus, we added our newly generated consensus genome sequences to a global dataset of 423 ZIKV genomes, including recently released ZIKV genomes from Angola and Cuba (Hill et al., 2019; Grubaugh et al., 2019), and we estimated an initial maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree (Figure 5). We find that 93% (55 of 58) of the novel Manaus isolates fall within a single large well-supported monophyletic clade (bootstrap score
[BS] = 94%) within the ZIKV American clade. This suggests that the ZIKV epidemic in Manaus was caused primarily by a single introduction, resulting in a large epidemic clade, named hereafter the Manaus clade.

We also identified four isolates from 2016 outside the main clade. Isolate AMA14, sampled in April 2016, falls basally to a clade containing six sequences from Chinese travelers infected in February 2016 in Venezuela (Sun et al., 2017) and a single sequence from the Dominican Republic. Isolate AMA59, sampled in January 2016, clusters with sequences from southeastern Brazil. A small clade containing isolates AMA53 and AMA20, sampled in January and April 2016, respectively, is closely related to a sequence from northeastern Brazil, and this resulting cluster is a sister clade to other sequences from the midwestern, southeastern, and northeastern regions of Brazil and also to three isolates from Angola (which likely derived from northeastern Brazil; Hill et al., 2019). Taken together these data suggest at least four independent introductions into Manaus. Although one isolate from Venezuela clusters together within the Manaus clade, we cannot make speculations about the transmission route between the two countries, because we do not have enough information about the epidemiological data of the sample, as well as a larger number of samples from Venezuela.

Spatiotemporal Evolution of ZIKV in Manaus

We estimated a timescale for the evolution of the Manaus clade using the best-fitting molecular clock model. A regression of genetic divergence from root to tip against sampling dates confirmed sufficient temporal signal ($r^2 = 0.62$) (Figure 6). The evolutionary rate of the Manaus clade was calculated to be $1.09 \times 10^{-3}$ substitutions/site/year (s/s/y; 95% Bayesian credible interval [BCI] $7.7 \times 10^{-4}$ to $1.43 \times 10^{-3}$ s/s/y). This is in line with previous analyses of other ZIKV datasets from the Americas (Faria et al., 2016b, 2017b). We estimate the date of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of the ZIKV Manaus clade to be around January 2015 (95% BCI August 2014 to May 2015) (Figure 7A). Although this date represents a lower bound on the age of the Manaus clade, the estimated time of the MRCA of the Manaus clade coincides with a period of high ZIKV transmission potential in the city (Figure 1C).

In the Manaus clade, most of the sequences sampled from different city regions are interspersed, suggesting a highly interconnected dispersion pattern. We thus investigated the movement of ZIKV among geographic areas in Manaus using a discrete trait phylogenetic model. We find strong statistical support that the Manaus clade originated in the north area of the city (location posterior support = 0.92; Figure 7A). Our analysis identifies the north and east areas as probable source locations of ZIKV transmission in Manaus, seeding most of the virus lineage movement events within the city. The north and east are the most populated and least economically developed areas of Manaus, which suggests a possible link between ZIKV transmission and socioeconomic factors at a within-city level. ZIKV genome sequences from the center-south area were not phylogenetically clustered, indicating a lack of local virus transmission there. In contrast, six of ten strains from the west area of Manaus form a single monophyletic clade that resulted from an introduction during the peak of the epidemic in 2016 (Figures 1 and 7). These strains were isolated in April 2017, so this lineage may have circulated unnoticed for 10 months before detection.

We also estimated the contributions of different geographic areas of Manaus to the persistence of ZIKV in the city by estimating the waiting times between virus lineage movements (Markov rewards) across the phylogeny of the Manaus clade. Our results support the hypothesis that the north area of Manaus acts as the main source location (42% of the total branch duration in the time-scaled phylogeny is inferred to be located in the north area). Finally, we used our spatial analysis to infer the location in Manaus of ZIKV lineages that persisted across epidemic waves (Figure 1; see also Figure 7A). Our results suggest that ZIKV was
able to persist locally across the 2015 and 2017 epidemic seasons in the north, east, south, and west areas of Manaus, which are also the four most populated areas of the city (Table S3).

DISCUSSION

In this study we characterized disease transmission in the large ZIKV outbreak in Manaus, Amazonas, in northern Brazil, using a combination of portable genome sequencing and epidemiological analysis. We find that the ZIKV epidemic in Manaus, the largest metropolis in the Amazon region, was ignited by an introduction of a single virus lineage, most likely from northeastern Brazil, which we infer was introduced around January 2015. This was a time of high climatic suitability for arbovirus transmission. We further show that the virus persisted locally until at least April 2017. Spatial genetic analysis indicates that the virus was introduced first to the northern neighborhoods of Manaus, from which the virus lineages seeded other nearby areas.

Analysis of the 59 ZIKV complete and partial genome sequences from 30 different neighborhoods in Manaus generated here provides a high-resolution contribution to our understanding of the introduction and progression of ZIKV in Brazil and to the transmission of ZIKV in tropical urban regions. Our analysis indicates that ZIKV was introduced to Manaus from the northeastern region of Brazil on at least four occasions. This agrees with our previous work that has found that northeastern Brazil played a significant role in the establishment and dissemination of ZIKV in the Americas (Faria et al., 2016b, 2017b).

Although evidence of cross-border transmissions among locations that share a tropical climate is frequent and has been observed previously in the region, for example, for DENV serotype 4 (Nunes, 2012) and CHIKV (Naveca et al., 2019), and although our results show that one isolate from Venezuela, a country with a high suitability for Ae. aegypti that has direct river connections to Manaus, clusters within the Manaus clade (Figure 5), we cannot exclude that some of the ZIKV introductions to Manaus were from Venezuela, therefore we cannot make speculations about the direction of the transmissions between...
the two countries, because of the lack of epidemiological data linked to this sample as well as a larger samples number from Venezuela.

Our within-city phylogeographic reconstruction is consistent with a gravity-like model of ZIKV dissemination, with virus transmission being driven by the most populated areas, which act as source locations, as shown previously for other infectious diseases (e.g., Kraemer et al., 2017, 2019a). The north area of Manaus has had the highest rate of population growth in recent years and has the second lowest income of all areas in the city. This suggests that demographic and socioeconomic factors have likely determined the incidence and persistence of the virus across Manaus neighborhoods (Lindoio and Lindoso, 2009; Hagan et al., 2016; Wilder-Smith et al., 2017). Our within-city phylogeographic reconstruction (Figure 7) further indicates that ZIKV transmission persisted through multiple epidemic waves in several neighborhoods.

It is important to note that phylogeographic analyses can be affected by sampling bias. In this study we compiled an updated dataset of ZIKV genome sequences dataset; comparatively few sequences from Brazil from 2017 and 2018 are available. This matches the small number of reported ZIKV cases in the country during this period, but undersampling may affect our conclusions concerning clustering with Manaus lineages after 2016. Regarding the within-city reconstructions, our sampling effort was successful in capturing ZIKV diversity in all main regions; the variation in sampling sizes obtained is approximately proportional to the number of ZIKV cases reported for each region in 2016 and 2017 (Table S3).

Epidemiological analysis of suspected ZIKV infections indicates a dominant epidemic wave of transmission in Manaus that peaked around mid-April 2016, followed by a second smaller wave in 2017. A third small epidemic peak in suspected cases can be noted around April 2018. We also find evidence that local microcephaly cases are correlated with local ZIKV cases and lag the latter by ~29 weeks. The introduction and spread of ZIKV over two or three consecutive waves in a given location has been observed previously and explained by the temporal accumulation of herd immunity (Lourenço et al., 2017; Ferguson et al., 2016). It has been reported also that the vast majority of Zika infections go unnoticed, and it is possible that the high similarity of case definitions for DENV, CHIKV, and ZIKV, which co-circulate in the Amazon region (Nunes et al., 2012, 2015; Vasconcelos et al., 1992; Naveca et al.,
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**Figure 7. Phylogeography of ZIKV within Manaus**

(A) Maximum clade credibility phylogeographic tree of the Manaus outbreak clade (n = 56). Branch colors represent most probable inferred locations. The black circles at internal nodes are sized in proportion to clade posterior probabilities. The branch thicknesses are sized in proportion to the most probable inferred locations.

(B) Map showing the inferred patterns of Zika virus transmission within areas of Manaus. Circles are proportional to the population size of each area of the city. The arrows are sized in proportion to the diffusion dispersal rate.

(C) Violin plot showing the posterior distribution of the total duration of phylogeny branches that are inferred to be located in each region of Manaus (Markov rewards). Colors represent different areas in Manaus as indicated in (A). The posterior distribution was calculated from 9,000 sampled trees.
could have resulted in a significant number of ZIKV infections being classified as either dengue or chikungunya at the beginning of the epidemic.

We find that local among-season ZIKV transmission in the Brazilian Amazon is consistent with sustained local year-round ecological suitability for Aedes spp., as previously predicted from climatic data alone (Bogoch et al., 2016), and also with the indication of a possible ZIKV persistence through natural vertical transmission in Ae. aegypti populations in Manaus (da Costa et al., 2018; Izquierdo-Suñán et al., 2019; Chaves et al., 2019), although these cases require more caution because the non-specific methodology used. Genetic and epidemiological analysis have indicated the northern region of Brazil has acted as a source region for DENV or as stepping-stone for the dissemination of arboviruses to other areas of the country (Faria et al., 2018) these trends may have been influenced by increases in human mobility and vector suitability (Kraemer et al., 2019b). Taken together, these results emphasize the ecological suitability of Manaus for the establishment of Aedes-borne viruses and highlight the need for continued arbovirus surveillance in Amazon urban areas.

In summary, we provide evidence for sustained local transmission of ZIKV in Manaus, Amazons, between 2015 and 2017, and we reveal the epidemiological connections between Manaus and other locations in South America.

The spread of ZIKV in Manaus was mediated by climatic, socioeconomic, and demographic conditions, as well as by herd immunity (Lourenço et al., 2017), and our results shed light on the epidemiological dynamics of the virus urban tropical locations. Our work also provides an example of the relevance of integrating genetic and epidemiological surveillance when investigating arbovirus transmission (Kraemer et al., 2018). Ultimately such integration should aim for earlier detection of transmission of novel pathogens and for more real-time prediction of disease spread. The generation of genomic data by portable sequencing technology in local public health laboratories, as demonstrated here, can contribute substantially to these goals. Given the biodiversity of the Amazon basin, improving disease surveillance the region is crucial, both to improve public health responses and to increase our understanding of the diversity of known and unknown mosquito-borne viruses that co-circulate in the region.
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### STAR METHODS

#### KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virus strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zika Virus strains from Amazon</td>
<td>This Study</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological Samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum, urine, cerebrospinal fluid samples from patients visiting either local clinics or the main hospital in Manaus municipality of Amazonas state</td>
<td>Amazonas State - Instituto Leonidas &amp; Maria Deane (ILMD/FIOCRUZ) of Amazonas - The Central Laboratory of Public Health of Amazonas (LACEN-Amazonas) - The Flavivirus Laboratory at FIOCRUZ Rio de Janeiro (LABFLA/FIOCRUZ)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical Commercial Assays</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit</td>
<td>QIAGEN</td>
<td>Cat #: 204443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaqMan Fast Virus 1-Step Master Mix</td>
<td>Thermo-Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat #: 4444436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProtoScript® II First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit</td>
<td>New England Biolabs</td>
<td>Cat #: E6560L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QS5 High-Fidelity DNA polymerase</td>
<td>New England Biolabs</td>
<td>Cat #: M0491L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencourt AMPure XP</td>
<td>Beckman Coulter</td>
<td>Cat #: A63880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit</td>
<td>QIAGEN</td>
<td>Cat #: Q32851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC monoplex assay</td>
<td>Lanciotti et al., 2008</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Barcoding Expansion 1-12 (PCR-free)</td>
<td>Oxford Nanopore Technologies</td>
<td>Cat #: EXP-NBD104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA Sequencing Kit SQK-MAP007/ SQK-LSK108</td>
<td>Oxford Nanopore Technologies</td>
<td>Cat #: SQK-LSK108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9.4 flowcell</td>
<td>Oxford Nanopore Technologies</td>
<td>Cat #: FLO-MIN106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Deposited Data

- 59 Zika virus sequences 59 from Manaus, Amazonas State, Brazil have been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank: MK216687-MK216688; MK216690-MK216738; MK216740-MK216745; MK216747-MK216748.

- 423 publicly available Zika virus sequences obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank.

(Continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MF801409, MF801408, MF801407, MF801406, MF801405, MF801404, MF801403, MF801402, MF801401, MF801400, MF801399, MF801398, MF801397, MF801396, KY606272, MF801395, MF801394, KY606271, MF801393, MF801392, MF801391, MF801390, MF801389, MF801388, MF801387, MF801386, MF801385, MF801384, MF801383, MF801382, MF801381, MF801380, MF801379, MF801378, MF801377, MF434522, MF434521, MF434520, MF434519, MF434518, MF434517, MF434516, KX446950, KX446951, KX856011, KU870645, KY785416, KY014319, KY785471, KY014310, KY014311, KY014312, KY785418, KY785414, KY785444, KY785461, KY785442, KY014315, KY785452, KY014327, KY014306, KY785448, KY785458, KY785431, KY785421, KX421195, MF098770, MF098771, KY785454, KU501216, KU501217, KX262887, KX766029, KY120349, KY325465, KY328289, KY631493, KY693676, KY693677, KY765317, KY765318, KY765323, KY765324, KY765325, KY927808, KX520666, KX830930, KY785437, KY785436, KY014317, KY785446, KY785451, KY014320, KY014308, KY785410, KY014307, KY014309, KY785411, KY785427, KY785479, KY785480, KY785467, KY785425, KY785426, KY785409, KY014305, KY785469, KY014313, KY785423, KY785449, KY785463, KY785455, KY785417, KY785475, KY785465, KY785483, KY785433, KY785439, KY014303, KY014321, KY785415, KY014297, KY785450, KY014301, KY785429, KY785456, KY014296, KY014304, KY785420, KY785476, KY014300, KY014302, KY014318, KY785466, KY785485, KY785477, KY785441, KY785419, KY785428, KY014314, KY014295, KY785445, KY785412, KY785443, KY785457, KY014325, KY785440, KY785474, KY014298, KY014326, KY014316, KY014324, KY014322, KY014323, KX247646, KY014299, (Continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY785422, KY785472, KY785468, KY727991, KX156775, KX156774,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY156776, KU926309, MF098764, MF098765, MF098766, MF098769,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MF098768, KX702400, MF098764, MF098767, KY785453, KY785478,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY785484, KY785473, KY785470, KY785460, KY785435, KY785434,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY785447, KY785443, KY785482, KY785424, KY785435, KY785430,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY785432, KY785481, KY785464, KY785462, KY785459, KX101065,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KX101067, KX101064, KU940224, KU940227, KU940228, KX101063,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KX101062, KX101061, KX101060, KX101066, KU312312, KU312313,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU312314, KU312315, KU501215, KU509998, KU646827, KU646828,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU646766, KU527068, KU707826, KU497555, KU729218, KU729217,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KX197192, KU365780, KU365779, KU365778, KU365777, KU280026,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU321639, KU740184, KU758868, KU758869, KU758870, KU758871,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU758872, KU758873, KU758874, KU758875, KU758876, KU758877,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU761564, KU820897, KU820898, KU830012, KU922960, KU37936,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU9555490, KU991811, KX051563, KX056898, KX087101, KX087102,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KX197205, KX198135, KX212103, KX269878, KX377337, KX548902,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KX601168, KX673530, KX66028, KX611222, KX879603, KX879604,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY031513, KY001354, KY003155, KY003155, KY003157, KY014328,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY014329, KY317936, KY317937, KY317938, KY317939, KY317940,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY348640, KU558999, KU558990, KU558991, KU558992, KU558993,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KU558994, KU558995, KU558996, KU558997, KU558998, KU558999,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY559000, KY559001, KY559002, KY559003, KY559004, KY559005,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY559006, KY559007, KY559008, KY559009, KY559010, KY559011,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY559012, KY559013, KY559014, KY559015, KY559016, KY559017,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY559018, KY559019, KY559020, KY559021, KY559022, KY559023,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KY559024, KY559025, KY559026, KY559027, KY559028, KY559029,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
Further information and requests for laboratory resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the corresponding author, Luiz Carlos Junior Alcantara (luiz.alcantara@ioc.fiocruz.br). Requests for computational resources and files should be continued...
directed to and will be fulfilled by the corresponding authors, Oliver G. Pybus (oliver.pybus@zoo.ox.ac.uk) and Nuno Rodrigues Faria (nuno.faria@zoo.ox.ac.uk). This study did not generate new unique reagents.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Sample collection
Samples (serum, urine, cerebrospinal fluid) from patients visiting either local clinics or the main hospital in Manaus municipality of Amazonas state were collected for molecular diagnostics and sent for testing at IMLD/FIOCRUZ, LACEN-Amazonas and LABFLA/FIOCRUZ. Sampled individuals that were subjected to molecular diagnostics presented exanthema accompanied by two or more of the following symptoms: fever, headache, conjunctivitis, arthralgia, myalgia, and edema. The majority of samples were linked to a digital record that collated epidemiological and clinical data such as date of sample collection, municipality of residence, neighborhood of residence, demographic characteristics (age and sex) and date of onset of clinical symptoms (Tables S4 and S5).

Ethical statement
The project was supported by the Pan American World Health Organization (PAHO) and the Brazilian Ministry of Health (MoH) as part of the arboviral genomic surveillance efforts within the terms of Resolution 510/2016 of CONEP (Comissão Nacional de Ética em Pesquisa, Ministério da Saúde; National Ethical Committee for Research, Ministry of Health). The diagnostic of ZIKV infection at ILMD was approved by the Ethics Committee of the State University of Amazonas (CAAE: 56.745.116.6.0000.5016).

METHOD DETAILS

Nucleic acid isolation and RT-qPCR
Most of the Zika-suspected clinical samples were screened for ZIKV RNA from serum (86%), urine (3.5%) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (11%). Samples were obtained from 0 to 31 days after the onset of symptoms. Viral RNA was isolated from 140 μl samples using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. An internal positive control, the *Escherichia coli* bacteriophage MS2 (ATCC 15597-B1), was used during the RNA extraction as previously described (Naveca et al., 2017). Cycle threshold (Ct) values were determined for all samples by probe-based reverse transcription quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) against the envelope (ENV) gene target for ZIKV detection (using 5’ FAM as the probe reporter dye) (Lanciotti et al., 2008) using the following primers 5’-CCGCTGCCCAACACAAG-3’ (forward) 5’-CCACTAACGTTCTTTTGCAGACAT. 3’ (reverse) and probe 5’- 6-FAM-AGCCTACCT/ZEN/TGACAAGCAGTCAGACACTCAA /3IABkFQ. RT-qPCR assays were performed with TaqMan Fast Virus 1-Step Master Mix in a reaction of 10 μL using a final concentration of 0.3 μM for primers and 0.1 μM for probe in a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) installed at the Real-Time PCR Platform of ILMD-FIOCRUZ.

cDNA synthesis and whole genome nanopore sequencing
DNA amplification and sequencing were attempted on the 106 selected RT-PCR positive samples that exhibited Ct-values < 38, in order to increase the genome coverage of clinical samples by nanopore sequencing (Quick et al., 2017). Extracted RNA was converted to cDNA using the Protoscript II First Strand cDNA synthesis Kit (New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK) and random hexamer priming. Whole-genome amplification by multiplex PCR was attempted using the previously published Zika Asian primer scheme and 45 cycles of PCR using Q5 High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (NEB) as previously described (Quick et al., 2017). PCR products were cleaned-up using AmpureXP High-fidelity purification beads (Beckman Coulter, High Wycombe, UK) and quantified using fluorometry with the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity assay on the Qubit 3.0 instrument (Life Technologies). PCR products for samples yielding sufficient material (more than 4ng/μL as determined using Qubit) were barcoded and pooled in an equimolar fashion using the Native Barcoding Kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK). Sequencing libraries were generated from the barcoded products using the Genomic DNA Sequencing Kit SQK-MAP007/SQK-LSK208 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) and were loaded onto a R9.4 flowcell. All sequencing was performed at ILMD-FIOCRUZ.

Generation of consensus sequences
Consensus sequences for each barcoded sample were generated following a previously published approach (Quick et al., 2017). Briefly, raw files were basecalled using Albacore (Loman and Quinlan, 2014), demultiplexed and trimmed using Porechop. Nanopolish variant calling was applied to the assembly to detect single nucleotide variants to the reference ZIKV genome (KJ776791). Only positions with ≥ 20x genome coverage were used to produce consensus alleles. Regions with lower coverage, and those in primer-binding regions were masked with N characters.

Collation of ZIKV complete genome datasets
Two complete or near-complete ZIKV genome datasets were generated. Dataset 1 (n = 482) comprised the data reported in this study (n = 59) plus a larger and updated dataset including recently released data from the ZIKV epidemic in Angola and Cuba (Hill et al., 2019; Grubaugh et al., 2019). Subsequently, to investigate the dynamic of the ZIKV infection within Manaus, genetic analyses
were conducted on a smaller dataset including only sequences pertaining to the largest clade of virus strains circulating in Manaus (n = 56).

**Maximum likelihood analysis and clock signal estimation**

Maximum likelihood (ML) trees were estimated using RAxML v8 (Stamatakis, 2014) under an HKY nucleotide substitution model (Hasegawa et al., 1985), with a gamma distribution of among site rate variation (HKY + G + I) as selected by jModeltest.v.2 (Darriba et al., 2012). Statistical robustness of tree topology was inspected using 1000 bootstrap replicates; a bootstrap value > 80% was considered notable. To estimate temporal signal in each dataset, sample collection dates were regressed against root-to-tip genetic distances obtained from the ML phylogenies using TempEst (Rambaut et al., 2016). When precise sampling dates were not available, a precision of 1 month or 1 year in the collection dates was considered.

**Dated phylogenetics**

To estimate time-calibrated phylogenies dated from time-stamped genome data, we conducted phylogenetic analysis using the Bayesian software package BEASTv.1.10.2 (Suchard et al., 2018). As previously (Thézé et al., 2018), we used the HKY nucleotide substitution model with codon partitions (Shapiro et al., 2006) and Bayesian Skygrid tree prior (Gill et al., 2013) with an uncorrelated relaxed clock with a lognormal distribution (Drummond et al., 2006). Analyses were run in duplicate in BEASTv.1.10.2 (Suchard et al., 2018) for 50 million MCMC steps, sampling parameters and trees every 5000th step. A non-informative continuous time Markov chain reference prior on the molecular clock rate was used (Ferreira and Suchard, 2008). Convergence of MCMC chains was checked using Tracer v.1.7.1 (Rambaut et al., 2018). Maximum clade credibility trees were summarized using TreeAnnotator after discarding 10% as burn-in.

**Phylogeographic analysis**

We investigated the dynamics of ZIKV infection and virus lineage movements in Manaus using a sampled set of time-scaled phylogenies and the sampling location (area in Manaus) of each geographically-referenced ZIKV sequence, as shown in Table S6. We discretised sequence sampling locations by considering 6 distinct geographic areas of the Manaus city: north (n = 13), east (n = 9), south (n = 8), west (n = 6), central-west (n = 10), and center-south (n = 10), as shown in Figure 7. Phylogeographic reconstructions were conducted using the asymmetric discrete trait model implemented in BEASTv1.10.2 (Lemey et al., 2009). As part of the flexible discrete trait phylogeographic approach implemented in BEASTv1.10.2, we also estimated posterior expectations both the number of transitions among areas (Markov jumps) and the waiting times between transitions (Markov rewards) (Gill et al., 2013). Maximum clade credibility trees were summarized using TreeAnnotator after discarding 10% as burn-in. While the sampling is relatively homogeneous among sampled locations, the phylogeographic reconstruction will remain sampling dependent. For example, sampling effort could impact on the estimated transition frequencies among locations. However, with careful interpretation, phylogeographic analysis can provide valuable information about dispersal dynamics, including information about linkages that would not be evident without genomic data.

**Epidemiological analysis**

Number of weekly Zika virus cases in the municipality of Manaus were obtained from the Brazilian Ministry of Health. Cases were defined as suspected ZIKV infection when patients presented maculopapular rash and at least two of the following symptoms: fever, conjunctivitis, polyarthritis or periarthritis edema. Details and limitations of Zika virus surveillance approach based on notified or suspected cases have been described in more detail elsewhere (Faria et al., 2017b). The epidemic basic reproductive number, $R_0$, was estimated as previously described (Faria et al., 2017a). In brief, we fit a simple exponential growth rate model to weekly case counts from the first epidemic wave in Manaus. The period of exponential growth was selected, and a linear model was fitted to estimate the weekly exponential growth rate ($r$). We then derived reproductive number $R_0$ from $r$ and a probability density distribution of the epidemic generation time. We assume a gamma-distribution function for the generation time with a mean of 20 days and a standard deviation of 7.4 days. We also explored other scenarios with generation time of 10 days.

**Temporal association between Zika virus and microcephaly cases**

The number of weekly microcephaly cases in the municipality of Manaus were obtained from the Brazilian Ministry of Health and are available. Zika virus and microcephaly case counts (n = 46) were compared using a Poisson regression model with Akaike Information Criteria to find the best-fitting time-lagged model. In this case, $p$ value is the explanatory power of the Zika confirmed for microcephaly case counts to indicate the evidence for their association. Coefficients, cross-correlations and time-lags (in epidemiological weeks) for each comparison can be found in Table S1.

**Daily Aedes-ZIKV transmission potential (P index)**

Estimation of mosquito-borne virus suitability (P index) was calculated using a climate-driven method as previously described in (Obolski et al., 2019). The index P measures the reproductive (transmission) potential of an adult female mosquito for a given point in time. Manaus’ average daily temperature and relative humidity (%) between 01/01/2014 to 21/01/2019 were obtained from the Instituto Nacional de Metereologia (INMET) weather station number 82331 (latitude: −3.11, longitude: −59.95). Climate data was
downloaded from INMET’s website (http://www.inmet.gov.br/portal/). Moreover, for a comparison between the suitability index P and Zika confirmed cases, we considered Zika non-negative counts as continuous and applied a log(x+1) transformation. We focus on the epidemic season 14th November 2015 to 10th August 2016. An autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model was used to account for any residual autocorrelation (P). In this case, the p value reflects the explanatory power of suitability for Zika virus confirmed cases. We note that by using the index P as a proxy for transmission potential using climate data from a single weather station in Manaus, we do not take into account the possible effects of microclimate across the city. Although having been demonstrated to be highly correlated with mosquito-borne incidence in other cities of Brazil and elsewhere (Obolski et al., 2019; Perez-Guzman et al., 2018), the index P is not informed by factors that may play a role in transmission potential in Manaus, such as abundance of vegetation and human density or mobility.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Maximum Likelihood Phylogenetic Analysis
To assess the suitability of substitution models for our ZIKV alignment we performed a statistical model selection procedure based on the Akaike information criterion, using jModelTest2 (Darriba et al., 2012). This identified the best fitting substitution model (HKY + G + I) for ML phylogenetic analysis. A phylogenetic bootstrap analysis with 100 replicates using RAxML v8 (Stamatakis, 2014) was conducted to evaluate the statistical support for nodes of the ML phylogeny.

Dated phylogenetics and Phylogeographic analysis
To assess whether our data was suitable for a molecular clock phylogenetic analysis, we evaluated the temporal evolutionary signal in our ZIKV alignment using the statistical approaches in TempEst (Rambaut et al., 2016). A linear regression between sample collection dates and root-to-tip genetic distances obtained from the ML phylogeny indicated that the feasibility of a molecular clock approach. A Bayesian MCMC approach implemented in BEAST v1.10.2 (Suchard et al., 2018) was used to infer molecular clock.

Epidemiological analysis and Temporal association between Zika virus and microcephaly cases
A linear regression model developed and described in Faria et al., (2017a), was used to assess the correlation between Zika virus and microcephaly cases, for each each distinct Manaus’s neighborhoods.

Daily Aedes-ZIKV transmission potential (P index)
Estimation of mosquito-borne virus suitability (P index) was calculated using a climate-driven method as previously described in (Obolski et al., 2018). An autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model was used to account for any residual autocorrelation (P). This model measures the reproductive (transmission) potential of an adult female mosquito for a given point in time and explains the variation in the ZIKV transmission potential.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

Data availability
New sequences have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers MK216687-MK216688; MK216690-MK216738; MK216740-MK216745; MK216747- MK216748.